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Camas PBL
Chris Higgins finishes final touches for fire alarm.
Four 80” monitors being hung.

CamilleDixon…………... 9/13
SharonWiley……………. 9/16
RyanJones………………. 9/21
Matt Univer……………….9/27

1 TRIVIA, 1
QUIZ, & A
RIDDLE
1: What number is at 12
o’clock on a dartboard?

2: When boxes are
attached, can EMT be
used as the sole support
for cameras mounted
outside ?

3: If it were three hours

Neat
aerial
photos
of
Mary’s
Woods

Pendant speakers in the café at Gaston

later than it is now, it
would be twice as long
until midnight as it would
be if it were four hours
later. What time is it
now?
ANSWERS ON BACK

“Time flies like an
arrow; fruit flies
like a banana.”
—

Anthony G. Oettinger

If you have any suggestions of what
you’d like to see in the next GB
Monthly-ish let Camille know!
Camille.d@gbmanchester.com

10

Tips to Help You Lower

. Your Blood Pressure

1. Quit smoking
2. Reduce excess stress
3. Try herbal medicines
4. Increase your activity
5. Get good, restful sleep
6. Eat less processed food
7. Eat some dark chocolate
8. Eat healthy, high-protein foods
9. Cut back on sugar and refined carbs
10.Eat more potassium and less sodium

TECH HIGHLIGHT:
Khim Huynh has been a great
help with service, especially this
past summer. We are lucky to
have you on the team, Khim!

Almost entirely irrelevant news and facts:

Slightly more relevant news and facts:

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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September 3 -13 , 1752 never happened for many, thanks to Great Britain
adopting the Gregorian calendar. People rioted, believing that the
government had stolen 11 days of their lives.
It is physically impossible for pigs to look up in the sky
A man sued Pepsi claiming he found a mouse in his Mountain Dew. Pepsi
attorneys stated that Mountain Dew will dissolve a mouse in 30 days, and
showed his can was purchased 74 days after being manufactured.
Almonds are a member of the peach family.
Japanese billionaire Yusaku Maezawa, the world’s first moon tourist, has
chosen to offer spots on his SpaceX trip to the moon to artists.
A Domino’s Pizza restaurant in Russia promised free pizza for life in exchange
for a logo tattoo, and immediately regretted it after over 300 post of people
with the tattoos went live on Instagram alone in days.

•
•
•
•
•

Amazon just bought 20,000 Mercedes-Benz vans that’ll build out
the company’s new fleet of delivery vehicles.
Roombas, the robot vacuums, now map & memorize your house.
More than 130 organizations, led by non-profit Public Citizen, recently
petitioned OSHA to establish a heat-protection standard for U.S. workers.
A getaway driver hiding from the authorities in a cornfield in
Wisconsin turned himself in after being swarmed by mosquitoes.
Seattle City Council has unanimously approved a NHL arena plan.
According to studies, the most productive freeway corridor for
self-driving trucks in the United States
ANSWERS
appears to be I-5 through Washington and
1: 20 2: No 3: 7PM
Oregon.

